
 

 
About 
Full-stack developer with frontend expertise (architecture level), fast learner, analytical 
thinking, good decisions maker, problem solver, always challenging myself, 200% 
commitment, loyal, fair and always straightforward to employer. Able to lead team, do 
architecture or develop features. 

Education 
Technical University of Košice Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, 
Slovakia — Master's degree (Ing.) in Informatics, 2013 

Technical University of Košice Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics, 
Slovakia — Bachelor's degree (Bc.) in Informatics, 2011 

Secondary Technical School of Engineering in Spišská Nová Ves, Graphic systems, 
2008 

Skills 
My skills and experience varies based on what I’ve worked with last couple of years.  

EXPERT LEVEL 

JavaScript, TypeScript, ReactJS, HTML, CSS, LESS, SASS, CSS in JS, GIT, design systems,   
React Testing Library, CypressJS, JIRA, Scrum, Analysis and frontend architecture, 
English 

EXPERIENCED LEVEL 

React Native, GraphQL, Apollo GraphQL, redux, EmberJS, CI/CD (pipelines 
development), nodejs, webpack, gulp, grunt, jest, Java, Spring, Rest services, SQL, 
gradle, apache httpd, nginx, puppet, ansible 

I HAVE WORKED WITH LONG TIME AGO 

Kotlin, iOS development (Objective-C), jQuery, AngularJS, BackboneJS, PHP,  SOAP, 
SoapUI, Freemarker 

PERSONAL MANTRA 

The minimisation of manpower in all phases of development, deployment, and 
maintenance. 

Experience 
SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER, INFOBIP, REMOTE/KOSICE, JANUARY 2021 - PRESENT 

Working in web infrastructure team covering microfrontends architecture from FE and 
BE point of view. 

Main technologies/tools I use on this project: TypeScript, JavaScript, nodejs, expressjs, 
nestjs, webpack, rollupjs, design systems, microfrontends, integrations with social 
media, continuous localization of frontends. 
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PRINCIPAL DEVELOPER, QUADROTECH, REMOTE - AUGUST 2020 - DECEMBER 2020 

I joined the frontend team responsible for company SaaS product core functionalities 
and also core library used in multiple UIs. I also started to work closely with other 
teams either by supporting them from frontend expertise or E2E testing.  

Since the first week I joined the company I started with architecture changes in 
company SaaS product frontend solution.  

First, I started with how apps were built. The build was very fragmented, basically all 
apps and libraries had their own build scripts. I introduced new single build system 
based on create-react-app which I developed and migrated to all apps and libraries 
within my first 3 weeks in the company. As part of this new build system was also 
support for TypeScript which was not supported by previous fragmented builds scripts. 

TS support was very important because FlowJS which is used to ensure type safety 
does not really work. I prepared plan for migration which consists of continuous 
refactoring (touch code -> migrate) and new features directly written in TS. We weren’t 
able to do big bang migration because people didn’t have experience with TS 
previously so that’s why I decided for progressive adoption. 

After build system I started with E2E tests automation initiative. QAs wanted to do tests 
automation and they prepared some demo tests using CypressJS but I immediately 
identified that it would lead to unmaintainable tests over time. Therefor I took over 
architecture for E2E tests and prepared whole project which includes project structure, 
little wrapper over CypressJS which allows us to write tests in “components style” and 
continuous integration on Azure pipelines including tests reports. Now QAs are slowly 
migrating manual tests cases into automated E2E tests. 

After E2E tests I started with improvement in release process. I fully automated creation 
of release branches in all apps / libraries and creation of release notes using nodejs 
and Azure rest api. By that I reduced 2-3 hours weekly work who nobody wanted to do 
to just 3 seconds. 

Additional things I started: improvements to localisation and branding concept 
preparation on which we will build on better multi-tenants support. 

Main technologies/tools I worked with on this project: TypeScript, ReactJS, JSS, 
FluentUI, Webpack, Jest, CypressJS, Redux, Saga, Azure DevOps 

SOFTWARE ENGINEER / ARCHITECT, WIRECARD SLOVAKIA — OCTOBER 2014 - AUGUST 2020 

At Wirecard I worked on several projects (ordered from the most recent): 

Transaction Banking 

After spending 4 years on WebUI/Payout project (mentioned below) I took the 
challenge on new project as software architect. We built totally new product (from 
scratch) for banking industry. I was personally responsible for architecture of frontend 
solution for this product and I was also part of architecture group which took technical 
decisions how the product will be developed/managed/maintained and deployed. 

As the product had multiple applications, I designed architecture to share code as 
much as possible between apps using monorepo approach. Also we knew that apps 
will need to be rebranded for customers so I prepared solution how apps will be 
branded in various levels (build time, runtime) and developed the first level - build 
time branding with strong typed contract between whitelabel and brands (using 
custom Webpack loader + TypeScript). 
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At later stage I created PoC for our own design system for our apps based on ant 
design system (later changed to material-ui) so developers started to be consistent in 
regards of UI/UX in all apps. Based on this I learned that this must be done as one of 
the first things when multi-app platform is being developed.  

In parallel I started with initiative of microfrontends as we were increasing number of 
teams and we wanted to let teams own whole business module lifecycle from 
development to release. As part of this I investigated solutions like single-spa or 
federated modules, but unfortunately, I was not able to finish this initiative due to 
cancelation of the project. 

Besides frontend architecture and development I also was preparing API contracts 
between server and client and together with backend architect I was technically 
overseeing multiple teams to make sure that teams are technically aligned with the 
prepared architecture (API contracts, UI/UX, CI/CD or security). 

Unfortunately, the product never reached the production because of collapse of the 
company, but after one year we had fully working MVP ready to be presented to 
customers. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: TypeScript, ReactJS, JSS, Webpack, 
Jest, Gitlab-CI 

WebUI 

The WebUI is fronted application (SPA) to manage financial account/s (similar to PayPal 
but better ;)). This was the first project I joined in Wirecard. When I joined the team, the 
project has not been on production and it haven't had a lot of features yet. The 
application is built as whitelabel and branded for B2B clients. The brands are 
produced in build time and therefor any change to it requires new deployment. The 
frontend app is built using EmberJS framework. I personally was involved in 
implementation of many application features and together with my colleagues we 
delivered branded application to production for 10+ B2B clients. 

Some highlights of my contributions to this project I am proud of: 

• components for forms - I created generic components for building forms which 
increased our team productivity when building new pages and it also 
standardised how we build the forms 

• Grunt -> Gulp - Originally the frontend project was built using Grunt and the 
build took 40 seconds when file in whitelabel was changed. For brands it could 
reach up to 1 minute. I refactored whole build process into Gulp and now build 
takes 6-8 seconds no matter if it is whitelabel or brand. 

• branding architecture - together with my colleague we created concept how 
whitelabel is branded and later we extended it with many features. Basically now 
there is possible to change anything in whitelabel brand with only little effort. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: JavaScript, EmberJS, SASS, Gulp, BFF 
- Java + Spring 

Payout 

https://www.payout.com 

It is one of the WebUI brand for Wirecard itself. It shares 90% code with the whitelabel 
WebUI but as addition it contains runtime branding engine which serves hundreds of 
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clients whose have limited customisation options which are made online (it does not 
require new version deployment). For example clients can change logo, texts, static 
content, some configuration. I can say that I drove the architecture of this project. I 
designed how app should fetch the configuration from server, how login to multiple 
tenants should work, how app will brand itself after login or based on url, I designed 
the process how configuration can be changed. Besides design of architecture I was 
part of development team and together with my colleagues we successfully delivered 
this product to production on time and now it serve thousands of Wirecard users. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: BFF - Java, Spring, Kotlin 
(configuration change service - batch job), ReactJS (configuration UI), plus same 
technologies used as for whitelabel WebUI. 

Brand Server 

This project was not in our team ownership but we used it as payout configuration 
provider backend app. Me together with my colleagues successfully contributed to it 
where we developed services needed for our needs, like storing and getting the 
payout configuration and static content like images or pdf files. It was great experience 
for me because we collaborated with external (remote) team and we needed align 
decision process, code reviews or releases together. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: Java, Spring, Oracle DB 

 
BrandUI 

This was side project where I designed and developed tool by which we were able to 
create whitelabel brands. It supports online changes of design (from changing SASS 
variables to changing static content like images), it also supports changing of multi-
language texts and it even supports importing brands which has custom JS code. The 
best about this tool is that it has live preview (including responsive preview) and the 
changes are visible immediately. It was sold to some clients and clients created brands 
by themselves. We also provided this tool to our marketing department and they 
created design using this tool for 5 clients. The tool works only offline - it does not have 
any backend, it works on import/export philosophy. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: JavaScript, EmberJS, SASS 

Payout mobile app 

I took this as another side project and as a challenge to prove to management that 
React Native is good technology for Payout mobile app. I created fully working 
concept just within 2 weeks and proved to management that RN is good choice. Then 
the new team was created which developed final app and delivered it to app store. I 
was not part of that team because I needed to continue with Payout web app but I 
continued as tech. consultant for that team. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: JavaScript, ReactNative, redux, Expo 

Tool for estimations 

That was funny :). I received more than 100 sub-projects which I needed to estimate for 
higher management. I was not happy with the structure of sub-projects therefor I 
created simple tool in 2 days where together with BA we split these sub-projects into 
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more than 400 features, we categorised them and estimated every feature. It was 
success and now we have clear road map :). 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: JavaScript, ReactJS 

It is possible to try that tool online: http://affinity.devfl.com 

CI/CD/Devops 

Besides frontend or occasionally backend design and development I spend some time 
developing CI/CD processes/environment. I have experience with Jenkins (not just as a 
user but also using Jenkins DSL api by which it is possible to create jobs 
programatically) and Gitlab CI. For example for the Transaction Banking project I 
developed CI/CD pipeline where we run build > run unit tests -> start the app against 
mock and run E2E selenium tests -> deployment to DEV environment. Sometimes I 
also change or develop new some puppet / ansible scripts. But I am not expert at 
these, but I can do whatever I need with these tools. 

Interviews 

I did a lot of technical interviews with candidates and helped Wirecard to hire a lot of 
good software engineers. 

EXPERIENCED WEB DEVELOPER, NESS KDC SLOVAKIA, PERFORM OUTSOURCE — JANUARY 2012 - 
OCTOBER 2014 

Analysis, architecture, development and maintenance of websites and applications for 
many Perform clients. 

• creating automated unit and integration tests  
• working with modern web technologies 
• focusing on optimisation of websites for mobile phones including responsive 

layouts and html5 features 
• working in the Scrum team  
• Scrum Master role  
• leading the development team of 4 people and 2 testers 
• analysing requirements and proposing new solutions  
• working close with project managers and architects. 
• using mainly following technologies: JavaScript (frameworks/libraries: BackboneJS, 

jQuery, PhantomJS,CasperJS), XML, JSON, CSS(2,3), HTML(4,5), Freemarker, XSLT. 
• projects: http://www.feitv.org | http://www.tv.manutd.com | http://www.ecbtv.com | 

http://www.fedcup.tv | http://www.daviscup.tv | HTML5 player which is used on 
many Perform sites. 

JUNIOR JAVA DEVELOPER, NESS KDC SLOVAKIA, NAVTEQ OUTSOURCE  — JUNE 2011 - JANUARY 
2012 

Due to great coding skills in automation tests I was moved to developer position within 
the same project 

• responsible for development, maintenance and testing of SOAP services focused on 
authentication and authorisation 

• participated in software product definition and analysis 
• working close with testers in the Scrum team where I tried also Scrum Master role 
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• using mainly following technologies: Java EE, SQL, PL/SQL, Hibernate, Spring 

JUNIOR SOFTWARE TESTER, NESS, NAVTEQ OUTSOURCE — JANUARY 2011 - JUNE 2011 

White/Black box and regression testing of SOAP services with using SoapUI tool and 
coding of automation tests in Groovy script. I worked close with developers in the 
Scrum team. 

Other engineering activities 
SOMVRADE.SK, NOVEMBER 2020 

Pro bono project I worked on. During 2nd wave of covid-19 in Slovakia, government 
decided that whole country will be tested for the virus over single weekend. I read in 
news that some guy has an idea to create web app which would track people waiting 
in line for the test. So I asked him if he needs help and we agreed on cooperation that I 
will deliver whole frontend solution. The fun fact was that we agreed just 2 days before 
app needed to be ready. And in just 2 nights I was able to deliver everything we 
agreed on based on UI/UX designs prepared by another volunteer and in the first day 
we had over 300K page visitors and around 30K reports and the application was 
almost bug free. 

Main technologies I worked with on this project: TypeScript, ReactJS, material-ui 

It is possible to try mocked version of the app here: https://reverent-
tereshkova-4a6032.netlify.app/ (however it is in Slovak language only) 

App is open sourced and sources can be found here: https://github.com/psekan/
somvrade (please don’t judge clean code, it was developed over nights in couple of 
hours :)) 

Hobbies 
Hiking, Bicycle, reading (technical books / blogs) and always learning something new 

Other Skills 
Driving licence (40k km) 

I AGREE WITH THE PROCESSING OF GIVEN PERSONAL DATA DURING HIRING PROCESS.
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